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Anker keyboard for ipad air

The Anker TC930 isn't the only cheap accessory for the iPad keyboard: I found the TC950 on Amazon, which is a full folio case with a detachable keyboard for the same price. I prefer this all-in-one slim keyboard design, but you can feel differently. The TC930 is charged via Micro-USB and has a small switch on the side. The keys are configured in
approximately the same size and layout as other keyboards, such as Logitech, too. Its numeric keys will double as iOS-specific keyboard shortcuts if you simultaneously press Fn. Sarah Tew /CNET But the downside of the TC930 is - no surprise - keyboard quality. Keys feel klackier and cheaper than my favorite belkin or logitech cases. And I found that I had
a lot of recurring characters when I wrote quickly, which forced me to back off. It's an average typing experience, and after all, don't you buy one of these keyboards as a way to write more easily on your iPad? In need, for $30, this Anker Ultra-Thin isn't as bad as a basic travel keyboard, especially if you use it to write emails vs. novels. But for serious typers,
this is not the keyboard you are looking for. eBay item number:183266961305 The seller assumes all responsibility for this list. Last Updated nov 05, 2020 11:31:16 AEDST View All Revisions Condition: Reseller Refurbished : An item that has been restored to working order by the manufacturer, eBay reseller or third party. This means that the item has been
inspected, cleaned and repaired in full working order and is in excellent condition. This item may or may not be in its original packaging. Detailed information can be found in the dealer list. View all terms definitions- opens in a new window or on the Seller Notes tab: The customer returns, most of which is almost like a new state. Type: Keyboard Folio Case
Compatible brand: For Apple brand: Logitech Features: KEYBOARD MPN: A7722 Compatible model: For Apple iPad Air 2 Color: Black UPC: 097855117205
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